
 
 

 

 

 

 I can read independently using a range of strategies, including decoding, to establish meaning.  

 I can read aloud with expression and intonation using a range of punctuation including speech marks for 

dialogue.  

 I can summarise and explain the main points in a text.  

 I can say what the text is about, referring back to the text, when necessary.  

 I can explore the themes and ideas in my reading. (E.g. the author’s message or viewpoint) 

 I can use what I have already read to predict what might happen next. 

 I can explain why a character acts in a certain way, using evidence from the text. 

 I can use my experience of reading to make choices about what to read next and explain my preferences. 

 I understand the purpose of a paragraph or chapter. 

 I can pick out words or sentences that the author has used to create mood, build tension or paint a picture 

with words. 

 I can explore the meaning of ambitious words using knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes. 

 I can begin to say why an authors’ choice of words or phrases is effective. 

 I can use knowledge of the alphabet to help me find information quickly.  

 I can read most of the words from the Year 3 word list.  

 I can quote from the text to help me convince others of my idea. 

 I can discuss reasons for actions and events based on evidence from the text. 

 I can discuss how the author builds characters by including small details. 

 I can think from the point of view of a character to help me understand their feelings and actions. 

 I can comment on the author’s choice of language to create mood and build tension. 

 I can identify the differences between a wider range of non-fiction text types. 

 I can identify language features of some different text types.  

 I can find information by skimming and scanning.  

 I can mark texts to help me find information again. (E.g. highlight words or make notes in the margin). 

 I can use clues from action, description or dialogue to give me more information. 

 I know the difference between fact and opinion.  

 I can begin to identify differences between different fiction genre. (E.g. traditional tales and mystery 

stories) 

 I can read between the lines to suggest what characters might be thinking or feeling and to explain their 

actions. 
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